The Primus Mirror
The struggle you’re in today is developing
the strength you need for tomorrow.
This edition of The PRIMUS NEWSLETTER is
the aftermath of Pandemic Covid-19
which has been ravaging the world since
January since 2020. The world has been
accepting everything positively wanted to
test negative. The rapid changes
have been taking place in the field of
Education in the new academic year.
In the beginning of the academic year, in
the month of April, when all on campus
classes were shut and we were confined to
our homes and online classes at a time
when the future seemed to be very uncertain at least for a while, we at Primus bloomed into a
phased new opening.
We welcome you to our ‘Primus Mirror’! You’ll find that it is filled with educational works,
events as well as the creative works of the students.

“April is the cruelest month, breeding
lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
memory and desire, stirring
dull roots with spring rain.” –T.S.ELIOT

Investiture Ceremony 2020-2021
The global pandemic of COVID-19 had
compelled all of us to stay at
home, but this complex and unparalleled
situation could not stop us from celebrating
special occasions at school, especially the
induction of the prefectorial board.
It was a very special day as we were turning

over a new leaf, at Primus. All were welcomed
to the very first virtual investiture ceremony in
the history of Primus Private School, where our
newly elected members of the senate was
invested with their powers.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=846366852556667

On the way to Kindergarten…
Learning through Fun and Frolic at Kindergarten
Roti Roll Making

Dress and Act like Mother
Kids shared most famous dialogue used by their
parents .

Moon grove

Students wear the space Astronaut
Helmet and pretended to dance in the
moon.

Singing FunStudents sang the song, which they liked the most.
Washing Socks

Students learnt to wash the socks and
make pairs.

Go Green Day

Students took pledged to save the earth.

Rocket

Watch it with your eye Rocket that flies high.

Students construct and create rockets that move.

Astronaut Helmet
Students learnt to make an astronaut helmet for
the trip to the moon.

Aerobics
Students of Kindergarten believe they
CAN DO IT. As they groove and
move to the song in Aerobic lessons,
they make a promise to keep fit!

Make your Shadow Dance
Kindergarten students dancing with shadows. This helped them learn informally
about light and shadow play in fun ways
Show your talent-In a minute
KG1 Excels origami in one
minute. This skill development
aims at creativity while using
hand eye coordination, which is
so important for
Kindergarteners

“Life is about accepting the
challenges along the way”
So our kindergarten

accepted the challenges of
drawing and made doughnuts
within 5 minutes.

Our budding chefs teaching how to make
Ice Cream
Frozen treat I
love to eat –
Kindergarten
students learnt
make icecream using
salt and ice
cubes.
How to make
summer cooler?
A cooler on sunny day –
Kindergarten students
learnt to make lemonade.

VIRTUAL TOURS
-Trip to the Moon
What is the best way to learn about
space?
It is a trip to the moon. The
Kindergartners packed and zoomed to
the moon this September.

They packed, created Moon Suits
and

Moon

rovers.

It

exhilarating experience

was

an

Quarantine Fashion Show
Students collected all the household materials
required for a fashion show and then
sequenced it and walked the ramp confidently.

Make a Strong Bridge and See How
Many Weight Can It Carry.
Students made a bridge and kept on adding
weight to observe and record how strong their

bridge is and implemented
various ways through which
their bridge could become
more stronger.

Life Cycle Of A Butterfly

Students did a role play, made craft, and made butterfly wings and learnt the life cycle of a
butterfly.

Fun Wednesday (Guided Drawing)

Students made a bunny and mouse with a hat step by step.

Best Hairdo (Dress Like A Star)

Human Life Cycle

Students creatively styled their hair and dressed like
a superstar.

Students learnt the stages of the life cycle of human beings
and did a role play for the same.

World Environment Day @ Primus Kindergarten
Students celebrated world environment day by constructing their own Robot to clean the
world.

Father’s Day Celebrations
KG students made Father’s Day cards, wrote 5 things that they love about their dad, sand
Father’s day songs and made pasta for him.

International Family Day
Students understood the importance of having
a close knit family and made a family tree.

In order to inculcate the idea ‘The World as one Family’ we must start with first loving our
environment and realising the gifts that it has to offer us. Inculcating love and peace for the
universal family is done by respecting the humanity and being human.
‘Let’s open our hearts, open our arms, embrace and heal.’

https://youtu.be/5djIk7ZiMPk

Primus Primary Portrayal
World Environment Day
World Environment Day is a great initiative
towards protecting the environment and was
celebrated at Primus through various edutainment
activities. The theme for World Environment Day

2020 is, 'Time for Nature,' with a focus on its role in providing the essential
infrastructure that supports life on Earth and human development. A special
assembly was conducted by the students of Primus and poster making activities
were done to imbibe the quality of saving our mother nature from being exploited
& harmed.

Grade 1 –Mathematics hands on activities

BIG TALK-GRADE 1

Grade 1-Math PBL

Eid Special Salad Dressing Competition

‘Save Water’
Art Competition- Grade 2

PURVA DEVENDRA CHAUBAL – 2A

Dhrishti – 2B

Niharika Biju-2B

PREESHA. S. DEVADIGA – 2A

Mayuka Rajesh-2B

Bhagat Chembra -2C

Fatima Shaikh-2c

Sanjana 2E

Pavithra Prabhu –2D

Tanush Prashanth -2E

Warli art is a style of tribal art mostly created by the tribal people of
northern Maharashtra. Grade 2 students were introduced to the
innovative Warli art.

https://fb.watch/2e2aKtRR6o/

The Dream
- Veerajaiyakumar.B (3A)
There was a little man named Sarfer. He was 6 years
old. His family had gone to the office. He waited for
them to come. Soon they came, the whole family ate
and slept. The next day morning the boy woke up
and went to ISRO and took the rocket and flew to
the moon. When he got off the rocket, he did some
research like checking if there is water and more
things then he felt bored, so he intended to go back
to the earth. As soon as he was going to take the
rocket the rocket was not working, so he felt
dejected and terrified so he slept there itself. When
he opened his eyes, he was still in bed at home and he realized everything was a
dream. So, he became happy, but the dream was interesting and adventures, so he
intended to become an astronaut in the future.

The Charm of My Dream
-Shivani Thattarakkal (3A)
In a land full of chocolates,
Where humans walk with their heads upside down
And the clouds and the stars dance in the dreamy
sky,
Where flowers sway in delight,
And birds chirp in glee,
I see myself dancing in the strange land.
Rrrrrr…..screams my mommy,
And I realize it’s a dream!
I wish I could visit such a strange land! Well, now
I go to my mommy And you start dreaming…..

“A mother’s love endures through all.” – Washington Irving
Virtual mother’s day celebration was held to respect and honour Primus Moms

To the world you are a Dad
To our family you are the World’
Fathers’ Day Celebration

Eid Day Celebrations & Activities at Primary

Autobiography of a butterfly….
I was so small when I was in my egg. My mother took care of me under a leaf,she
was really loving and caring. One day, while I was sleeping in my tiny egg,
suddenly it started to hatch. I was so happy, I finally got to see my family! But
when I looked around my brothers started laughing pointing at me, I did not know
why and soon found out, they were laughing because I was an ugly caterpillar and
I looked like a worm! I wished I could be as pretty as my brothers and my mother.
So I asked my mother why I was so ugly, she said, "We are butterflies and
butterflies go through a long process called 'metamorphosis' in the first stage,
caterpillars will hatch out of eggs and eat many leaves to make a 'pupa'. A pupa is
covering of silk which a caterpillar makes to become a butterfly. This is called the
larva stage.
Next when it comes out of the pupa it turns into a lovely butterfly, So don't be
ashamed because you think you are ugly, you will became a butterfly soon" and so
after the long explanation of the life cycle of a butterfly I felt rather bored, so I
thought of a really naughty thing to do, it is not good to be naughty but a little
naughtiness isn't bad right?
I went inside a nearby house and took a small cabbage which was on the kitchen
table. I started nibbling it, when I was half way through a small child spotted me. I
cried out - Oh no! Better get out of here before he
kills me- I quickly ran out of the house and hid behind
a bush I was quite full so I fell asleep there. When I
was awake I saw that my mother was sitting beside
me. She told me, "It is time for you to make your
pupa, I'm sure I explained to you what a pupa is, so
now it is your turn to become a butterfly," I was
delighted.
For the next few hours, I was busy making a pupa. It was hard work but it was
worth it, as I am about to become a butterfly. In about 3 hours I was done and
was so tired by that time too, I stayed in my pupa for quite a long time. And then I
was ready to get out of it, I couldn't describe how I felt, I felt happy, nervous,
excited and a bit sleepy too! I finally got out of there and to my surprise I had
bright red and orange coloured wings. After admiring myself I started flying round,

it was fun wandering around and sucking nectar from
flowers with my long sticky tongue.
After two more months it was winter time, and in winter
time we go and travel long distances and that is called
migration, it is really tiring but we need to keep our body
warm to stay alive .(I have never migrated though).
One day I was sitting on a flower doing absolutely
nothing, when a girl came and tried to catch me, she
was not willing to give up and she caught me in a jar.
There was not much space in it. When she got home
she showed me to her mother, her mother who was a
teacher told her, “Let it free right away! Did you know
that animals are endangered and getting extinct just
because we humans trap and kill them?" I was set free, but
I thought for a moment… I have something to tell to my human
friendsPLEASE DO NOT TRAP OR KILL ANY ANIMAL
~Hope everyone liked my life of fun!!Thank you for
reading…!
GRADE 4 – SCIENCE PBL

EGG ART-Grade 4 Science Project

Autobiography of a Teddy Bear
- Ezza Ramseed-Grade 4A
I am a teddy bear. I was made in a factory. After the factory
workers made me, they took me and my other friends in a
truck to a store. People always came to that store to buy us.
When people bought my other friends, I was sad to see them
go away. By the time the shop closed every evening, no one
would have bought me. This continued for a month or so.
Now almost all my friends have been bought except me.
Suddenly a girl named Bethany wanted to buy me and I also
overheard what her mom said when she asked her mom if she
could buy me. And do you know what she said, her answer was…………. yes! After
they bought me, they took me to their home. Their home was large, and it had a
lot of space. Bethany named me John. She had a brother named Benjamin. Once
he saw me, they both started fighting over who should hug me while sleeping.
While they were fighting, one of my hands tore off. Bethany started crying
because I did not even last a day after she bought me. So, they threw me into the
dustbin, and that was the last moment in my life.

Aroush Aleena

Grade:4-B

Primus salutes the nation on Independence day

https://youtu.be/pw48NibSsQ0

TEACHER'S DAY
From online musical and dance performances to an
online skit based on the role of the teaching
community during the time of Covid-19 pandemic,
celebrations were conducted to mark the Teacher’s
Day which took a digital form this time.

Autobiography of a Mango Tree
am a mango tree. I live in an Orchard. I am older
than your grandparents, but very strong. I have
countless branches,which are always full of green
leaves. I also bear tasty fruits. They are very
delicious and juicy. When I came to orchard, I was
very small. The gardener took care of me ever
since then. He gives me water regularly.
With time I have become
tall and strong. Now I
look after him, when he is
tired he comes and rests
in my shade. I feel so
happy when he enjoys my juicy mangoes.
The Children love to play under my shade and swing on my branches.
They enjoy my shakes with ice cream. I feel blessed to see them play around me.
Sometimes when they pull my branches, I feel extreme pain. I wish the elders could stop them
from doing this.
I am the national fruit of India and Philippines. I am the national tree of Bangladesh too. Hope
everyone will plant more mango trees and relish my
juicy mangoes………
Mysha Nasir
Grade 4 B

Primus Tagore project

TAGORE and his life was too big to contain in a small video, yet we have tried to pay him
tribute in the best possible manner through his songs, poetry, arts and literature.

https://youtu.be/XM5ewgdTizc

Gandhi Jayanti Celebrations in Primus
Every year on 2 October, Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated to mark the birth anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi, the father of the nation. Gandhiji is known for his truthfulness and simplicity,
which helped the nation to get freedom from British rule. His ideology of ‘Ahimsa’ is known far
and wide.
Honouring our Bappuji we conducted several activities.

https://www.facebook.com/primusschool.sch.ae/videos/268774834301807

INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY CELEBRATIONS
In a literate world, we have the luxury of
enjoying our favourite book at our beck and
call. International Literacy Day is meant to
bring public awareness to literacy as a matter
of dignity and human rights. Here at Primus
we celebrated International Literacy Day with
simple, yet impactful ways, where the
students showcased their literary talents
virtually with hue and colour promote life long
learning.

Grade 1 - Book Character Costume
Grade 2 – Character Dress Up
Grade 3 – Book Buddies

Grade 4 – Readebate
Grade 5 - Readebate

Poetry Corner
Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful emotions. Let us analyse it in the
light of Primus bards.

‘Opera Omnia’- Middle and Secondary School
Mother’s Day at Primus
Mother's Day is a celebration honoring the mother of the family, as well as motherhood,
maternal bonds and the influence of mothers in society.

Newspaper activity
Our virtual newspapers became an accessible online location for students to publish
their writing and read work by their peers. It also allowed students with various
passions and learning styles, a chance to shine.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qeDQqEdPoor3KJkoTuHx_morf55jt2R?usp=sharing

Recollections from tranquility
The first drop of summer
By Gopika M Nair 6A
You came to me like a hand of love
Wakes me up from my deep sleep
I was waiting for past few months,
To stop the boring days in my coat
The scorching pain of summer
made me weak and pale,
But your touch was cold and calm,
which made me bold and charm,
Oh! Miracle beauty,
You know how to do your duty.
Darkness To Light – A Journey
Doors of darkness opens,
When “Ego” comes to mind,
“Simplicity” dawns when,
Drops of love combine with human kind.
“Lies” lies in darkness,
In “Truth” the light dwells,
Darkness falls in the perfect light,
Let’s witness the power of great sight.
So let’s luminate the darkness in our minds,
And create an environment of great sight.
Nithya K Nambiar
Grade 6 B

Beauty and the Beach
Aarav Anoop Grade 6-B

Beaches are super fun
Because of the bright sun.
Take a shell from the ground
To hear the oceans sound.
Crabs crawling on the sand
Making a musical band.
Can’t you hear the ocean roar?
It’s truly a sight to adore.
*****

OUR NATION
-Jagan 6A
Today is the day for remembering our respectful leaders,
We are proud of them,
Gandhiji our fearless hero,
Chachaji our inspiring hero.
They fought everyday for our Nation,
Many wins and many loss……..,
They didn’t give up their ways to freedom,
Happy Independence Day to all.

God’s Gift To Us
God’s gift to us the Mother Earth,
The one who gave us birth.
However, when do we realize her worth,
What a beautiful earth!
God’s gift to us,
She gave us everything we want.
Oh My God !, our mother is in danger
Don’t be cruel to her
Our mother earth takes care of us like our mother,
So we also have to take care of our mother earth
Nandhana Santhosh 6C

Different Life
By Aadi Umapathy Movva-8B
Wake up every day with the sunshine on my
eyes.
Hearing the neighbor’s kid and his cries
Rising to switch off my alarm’s loud horn
So much happening in the early morn.
Driver waiting with his crew
But haven’t even put on my shoe.
Everybody asleep but gossips at the back
Of the huge rectangle in yellow-black
Unfortunately, now, I stay in my room
And attend all my classes through zoom.

An Unfortunate Trip
-Siyan 8B
Once I went in through the king’s gates,
The guards of the palace, stood straight and
proud
What I saw inside were angels serving plates
But what I saw first was a huge blinding crowd!
The king’s heart of gold I weighed on my scale,
Even the love for my brothers, barely equals it.
From the feast, some will surely go stale
The guards must be tempted, not taking even a
bit!
We danced, talked, ate and drank,
Unconscious, I slapped the royal in the face!
Into the guards’ stone fists I sank
Now its upto me, for them to chase!
The Girl Without a Dream
-Thomas Varghese Cheeran 8B
The girl looked outside of her window
She saw something that she didn’t know
Putting on her coat, she stepped out to look
Just too see a flock of birds and nothing more
Since she was out, she went for a walk
Took a path that went to the park
Looked at the sky filled with clouds and holes
Glanced at the sad trees saying “Can I do
more?”
Leaned over a rail staring into the abyss
Wondering if her life was in a miss
Turned back and saw the pond
Told herself that she can go beyond
She looked up at the clear sky.
And watched the tree’s leaves beautify
Her light-headed head said “I got a lot of things to do!”
It never went down despite how heavy it seems to you.

The Peacock’s Song
- Jai 8B
The air is clean, the skies are blue,
Never have I seen the earth so new
I have ventured out of my hiding place
I feel no fear, no grief, not a trace.
Where are the humans? Where have they gone.
It is the same now from morn to morn.
The rich green earth is ours, ours alone
No human action makes creatures moan
Who would have thought a virus could rule,
Change man’s world, leave him a fool,
He roamed the earth like a powerful king
Now hides in his home, aware there is no such
thing.
This fear will pass, and humans will win.
But sure they will learn that winning is thin.
The rich green earth is ours, all ours to live.
To it and every creature care we must give.

Grade 6 Math Project on Algebra

Algebra
Prevention is better than Cure…

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15tK8_fy0Zzn4PL82DWftZ2d1PBefLBjq/view?usp=sharing

Grade 7 Mathematics project on Integers

Hindi Vikas Day
Hindi Day is observed on 14 September
every year to mark the importance of the
Hindi language in the country.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zk5HOrYrLn_MoLpBO5jC4cVKLGnzs_i1/view?us
p=sharing

Teacher’s Day celebrations at Primus
A Teacher is someone who acts as a guide and inspiration to people – both young and old.
They are charged with the responsibility of creating awareness as well as opening the mind of
people by instilling values, morals, and ethics. Teachers' day was celebrated at Primus,
virtually,honouring all the teachers,for their dedication and hardwork.

Gandhi Jayanti celebration at Primus
Primus Private School celebrated the 151st birth anniversary of the Father of the Nation. On
this auspicious occasion of Gandhi Jayanti, the students presented a virtual assembly, in each
class, on the theme ‘Non-Violence’
depicting the life of the great man who
lived on the principles of ahimsa and nonviolence.

GANDHI JAYANTHI ASSEMBLY

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sxiht9zVLQbH3wFZnVV7OCLoPDHDSAo/view?usp=sharing

Ramadan Kareem
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JlcSbrBuyhJ4yW2ELLZ
vYJ_9IDN5fRn5?usp=sharing
Father’s day celebration at Primus

Exams online and in school
 Do the right thing... Even when no one is looking!

In an ever-evolving education scenario, assessments are at the center of it all. We, at
Primus, conducted ‘oncampus’ exams for Grade 10 & 12.
Taking tests is one of the vital factors of our
educational system to understand where an
individual stands and where one needs to

improve. The pandemic, this year didn’t deter
the dedication or increase the duress of the
students in preparing for their exams and appearing for it, be it in school or through the online
platform.

Senior Secondary On campus Practical sessions

Yoga Day at Primus
Yoga is the only key to be fit and it’s essential to do it daily to keep your mind
stress free!
https://fb.watch/2fwmFT-Ue3/

Winners of interclass Yoga competition - Primary section
Winners of interclass Yoga competition- Middle school
Winners of interclass Yoga competition- senior school ...

Fun Times

Vincent Van Gogh was a Dutch post-impressionist painter
A project by grade 6 & 8 students

https://youtu.be/YUw0rzjMG5I

Projet français sur la tour Eiffel

PRIMUS MUN 2020-2021
PRIMUS MUN’ 2020 was the first virtual intra-school MUN conference. Whether
it’s the Human Rights Council, or the General Assembly 1, we’ve had them all.
Creating a stage and opportunities for students to showcase their talent and help
them grow remains Primus’ top priority.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JSB9T6iR2kcYOSRU3Tn__h
-Gx5l9XvYe/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iIit1MGBUhjfE6P5ZRtRtkJdyk
XoQHdz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yKTQ2Hileq7uSL8ZMMDpkwK3i0kwWmc/view?usp=sharing

Primus Awards ceremony-2020
Much of daily life has been coloured
by the pandemic. Virtual learning is
the

norm

at

schools,

many

extracurricular events have vanished
and social life has been stalled for
students complying with measures to
stop the spread of COVID-19.
Despite of all odds, life had to still
move on, so we too had gathered to
acknowledge the students’ achievements and celebrate all of the school students’
extraordinary performances. The event recognized the incredible capacity, commitment and
dedication demonstrated by all our students towards academics, at Primus Private School.
Virtual Primus Awards-2020

